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Labour’s weakness on the union, running from Jeremy Corbyn and Kezia Dugdale
downwards, has been exposed in a new dossier.

The party will launch their Scottish manifesto today claiming to oppose a
second independence referendum.

However, a number of current General Election candidates have backed
separation, while numerous former senior party figures also endorse the SNP’s
bid to break up Britain.

Now a document produced by the Scottish Conservatives reveals the division at
the heart of Labour on the constitution.

It includes quotes from Scottish leader Kezia Dugdale previously saying she
might consider voting Yes in future referendums, as well as remarks from UK
leader Jeremy Corbyn stating he’s “absolutely fine” with another divisive
vote.

Deputy leader Alex Rowley – fresh from his weekend threat to ban councillors
who go into coalition with the Scottish Conservatives – has also expressed
his sympathy for another referendum.

A number of Labour candidates standing next month are backers of the Yes
campaign, the dossier shows.

Douglas Beattie, candidate for Dumfriesshire, Clydesdale and Tweeddale,
campaigned for independence in 2014 and revealed himself to be “gutted” when
No won.

In Moray, Labour’s candidate Jo Kirby shared numerous articles on social
media promoting the SNP.
And Sally Prentice, the candidate for the Ettrick, Roxburgh and Berwickshire
by-election at Holyrood, openly urged SNP voters to back Labour – as that was
the best way to secure independence.

Labour figures who back a separation vote include ex-leader Henry McLeish and
former MP Eric Joyce.

Scottish Conservative candidate for Berwickshire, Roxburgh and Selkirk, John
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Lamont, said:

“Kezia Dugdale and Jeremy Corbyn cannot be trusted on the union – the record
speaks for itself.

“Labour may pretend that it opposes a second referendum on independence.

“But not only do a series of candidates for next month say the complete
opposite, Corbyn himself has said he’s ‘absolutely fine’ with it.

“We know exactly where Labour’s constitutional priorities lie – they want to
prop up the SNP in councils across the country, and suspend any councillors
who choose instead to work with the Scottish Conservatives.

“This dossier exposes the weakness and division at the heart of Labour on
this matter.

“And it proves the only party serious about taking on the SNP and keeping
Scotland a key part of the UK are the Scottish Conservatives.”

For more on Labour’s weakness on the union, visit:
http://www.scottishconservatives.com/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/201
7-04-22-Weak-and-Divided-Scottish-Labour-on-the-union.pdf
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